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Compressible electron flow through a narrow cavity is theoretically unstable, and the oscillations
occurring during the instability have been proposed as a method of generating Terahertz radiation.
We numerically demonstrate that the endpoint of this instability is a nonlinear hydrodynamic oscillator, consisting of an alternating shock wave and rarefaction-like relaxation flowing back and
forth in the device. This qualitative physics is robust to cavity inhomogeneity and changes in the
equation of state of the fluid. We discuss the frequency and amplitude dependence of the emitted
radiation on physical parameters (viscosity, momentum relaxation rate, and bias current) beyond
linear response theory, providing clear predictions for future experiments.

Generating and detecting Terahertz (THz) radiation
(photon frequency in the range ∼ 100 GHz – 30 THz)
are challenging tasks [1]. The reason is that THz radiation lies in the gap between the realms of photonics
(on the high-frequency side) and of electronics (on the
low-frequency range). Tremendous progress in the generation of THz radiation has been achieved in the last two
decades [1]. A number of THz sources have indeed been
realized, ranging from THz quantum cascade lasers to
LiNbO3 -based optical rectifiers, nonlinear organic crystals, ionized plasmas, difference frequency mixers of optical parametric amplifiers, and accelerators. We refer
the reader to Ref. [1] for a recent review.
THz sources that are compact, powerful, tunable, and
operating at room temperature are, however, still in
great demand for many industrial applications as well
as fundamental science, including studying excitations in
solids and a plethora of non-equilibrium phenomena. To
this end, active research [2, 3] targets the use of twodimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene, and their
van der Waals heterostructures [4, 5]. The main reasons
are the small footprint of these materials, the broadband
nature and gate tunability of graphene’s optical properties [2], and its exceptionally high electronic quality,
unmatched by any other material at room temperature,
when encapsulated in atomically flat insulators such as
hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) [6, 7].
A longstanding proposal for the generation of coherent THz radiation comes from Dyakonov and Shur [8],
who noted that a 2D electron system in a hydrodynamic
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regime exhibits a compressible instability in a cavity with
peculiar (but feasible) boundary conditions, which we
describe below. In a separate work [9], Dyakonov and
Shur proposed also to use hydrodynamic electron fluids
to detect THz radiation (for recent work on the topic
see Ref. [10]), which is converted to a dc electrical signal
thanks to hydrodynamic nonlinearities.
Despite many experimental attempts, Dyakonov-Shur
(DS) generation of THz radiation has not been reported.
On the contrary, downconversion of THz radiation to a
dc signal due to a variety of nonlinearities has been measured [11–17], even as resonantly enhanced by plasmons
in high-quality hBN-encapsulated graphene devices [18].
As electrons only behave hydrodynamically in ultrapure crystals in materials with relatively small Fermi surfaces and strong electron-electron scattering [19–26], one
possible obstruction to DS generation of THz radiation
has been the challenge of observing the hydrodynamic
regime in electron fluids, which has largely been impossible until recent discoveries in graphene [27–32] and GaAs
[33–35]: see Ref. [36] for a review.
Given the many experimental efforts to find such instability, and theoretical work suggesting its robustness in
the presence of dissipation [8], long-range Coulomb interactions [37], and even in the absence of strong electronelectron interactions [38, 39], we find it quite surprising
that the effect has proven so challenging to find. The purpose of this work is to answer a simple question: is the
instability not observable in experiments because it terminates in an exotic non-equilibrium “state”? Does its
endpoint differ in a significant enough way from linear
response theory that it would not be detected in existing
experimental setups?
We address this question by numerically solving the
dissipative hydrodynamic equations for electron fluids in
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FIG. 1. A graphene layer (black) is electrically separated
from a metal gate (red hatched); dielectrics such as hBN are
usually used to fill the metal-graphene gap providing electrical
isolation and also placed above graphene to screen it from impurities. The metal/graphene hybrid forms a capacitor whose
charging and uncharging generates power in the THz range.
The oscillatory dynamics originates from an instability caused
by the presence of bias current in the graphene.

the appropriate geometry. Our principal finding is that
the endpoint of instability is a coherent, nonlinear oscillator, consisting of alternating shock and rarefaction
waves bouncing between the ends of the cavity. We analyze the properties of this nonlinear oscillator, including the amplitude and frequency of the emitted radiation, each of which depend on all physical parameters in
the problem (viscosity, momentum relaxation rate, etc.).
Previous literature in the ideal hydrodynamic (dissipationless) limit has also reached similar conclusions [40–
42]. Our results suggest that instability should be detectable in present day experiments, and provide further
predictions for experiments well beyond the linear stability analysis of Ref. [9].
We first describe the basic setup of [8] for generating
THz radiation, depicted in Fig. 1. A 2D material, such
as graphene, is placed at a distance d from a metallic
gate. Dielectric media such as hBN are placed between
graphene and the metal gate to provide electrical isolation and above graphene to screen it from contamination.
The length of the graphene is L, and the width of the
device is w. The graphene/gate act as an effective capacitor. As we will see, the oscillatory dynamics of the
electron fluid charges and uncharges this capacitor, and
the energy stored in the capacitor can be radiated away
through an antenna.
Recent experiments [27–32] demonstrate that the electrons in high quality graphene are well described for temperatures 70 K . T . 300 K by a hydrodynamic theory.
We denote the electron number density n, thermodynamic pressure P (n), shear viscosity η, momentum relaxation rate γ, and external electric field E. The charge of
the electron is −e, and its effective mass is m. Assuming
equilibrium charge density n0 and fluid element velocity
v0 , Newton’s Law implies the existence of a steady state
with dc current flow through the device, with electron

−en0 E
.
γm

(1)

In the laboratory, it is not possible to construct a flow
with perfectly homogeneous density n(x, t) = n0 and
number current J(x, t) ≡ n(x, t)v(x, t) = J0 , where we
have introduced the fluid element velocity v(x, t). We
model the dynamics of long wavelength perturbations to
this steady state using nonlinear hydrodynamics:

∂t J + ∂x



∂t n + ∂x J = 0,
(2a)

= γ(nv0 − J). (2b)

J2
P (n)
η J
+
− ∂x
n
m
m n

The first equation is the continuity equation, while the
second one is the Navier-Stokes (momentum balance)
equation. The one-dimensional modelling is justified by
the translational invariance of the DS boundary conditions introduced below along the y direction orthogonal
to x [43]. In the main text, we assume the simplified
relation
P (n) = mvs2 n,

(3)

where vs is the speed of sound in the fluid and taken to
be independent of n. We also define the three relevant
dimensionless quantities ṽ0 = v0 /vs , η̃ = η/(mn0 vs L) ≡
ν/(vs L)—where we have introduced the kinematic viscosity ν = η/(n0 m)—and γ̃ = γL/vs . Eqs. (2) and (3)
form a minimal model for our hydrodynamic instability.
The qualitative conclusions of our study are unchanged
by more realistic equations of state P (n), which we derive
and discuss in the Supplementary Information (SI).
We study (2) in the spatial domain 0 ≤ x ≤ L, subject
to the DS boundary conditions
n(0) = n0 ,
J(L) = n0 v0 ,
∂x J(0) = 0.

(4a)
(4b)
(4c)

The quasinormal modes near equilibrium have frequencies


v0
γ
π 2 n2
πvs n
+i
− −
ν + ··· ,
(5)
ωn =
2
2L
L
2
8L
where · · · denotes terms quadratic in γ, η, and v0 , and
n = 1, 3, 5, . . . is an odd integer. Clearly, whenever ṽ0 >
1
π2
2 γ̃ + 8 η̃ there is an instability. The main result of this
paper is the numerical determination of the endpoint of
this instability. Since in a typical high-quality device,
vs ∼ 106 m/s and L ∼ 1 µm, the frequency ω1 ∼ 1012 s−1
is in the THz range.
We solved (2) numerically using finite volume methods
combined with Strang splitting (see SI for details). We
choose parameters v0 , η, and γ such that max(Im(ωn )) >
0 in order to observe the hydrodynamic instability. The

2

n(L, t)/n0
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FIG. 2. The endpoint of the instability is universal and robust
to initial conditions. Parameters are ṽ0 = 0.14, η̃ = 0.01, and
γ̃ = 0.04; for this choice, (5) predicts that the n = 3 mode
is just above the instability threshold. t has been offset by
a constant for each simulation so that oscillations appear in
sync as t → ∞. With a finite amplitude, sourcing the n = 5
harmonic (formally stable) nevertheless ultimately leads to
instability.

endpoint of this instability is a coherent, nonlinear oscillator, which we numerically observe to be universal—
neither the amplitude, frequency nor any other features
of the nonlinear oscillations depend on the initial conditions: see Fig. 2. This statement remains true even when
v0 is large. In the latter case, Eq. (5) predicts that there
are multiple normal modes which are unstable. Fig. 2
shows the dynamics of n(L, t) for multiple different initial conditions at such high v0 . Generic initial conditions
tend towards the same oscillatory attractor solution.
Our simulations demonstrate unambiguously that the
endpoint of the instability is a coherent, nonlinear oscillator. Within numerical resolution, there is a period T such that as t → ∞, n(x, t) = n(x, t + T ) and
J(x, t) = J(x, t + T ). Ten snapshots of the local density
and current in the cavity at different points in time are
shown in Fig. 3. We interpret these plots as depicting
a left-moving shock wave (with wavefront smoothed by
viscous effects), and a right-moving “rarefaction wave”.
Since n(x = 0) is fixed, charge must accumulate on
the right as the shock wave propagates to the left (note
J(x = 0) > J(x = L) at this time). As this is an oscillator, at later times J(x = 0) < J(x = L) must arise,
to drain the system of the built-up charge. This occurs
when the rarefaction wave moves to the right and causes
a depletion of charge near x = L. Similar physics is
observed for more realistic equations of state, and for
models of inhomogeneous cavities (see SI).
The remainder of this paper focuses on the application of this oscillatory attractor to THz radiation gener-

ation. In what follows, we propose future experiments
in ultra-clean hBN/WSe2 -encapsulated graphene [44] at
electron density n0 ≈ 5 × 1011 cm−2 and room temperature (300 K). In the geometry in Fig. 1, we choose
d = 5 nm, w = 5 µm, and L = 1 µm.1 Hydrodynamic
effects do persist in this device despite the additional
screening of the Coulomb interactions caused by small
d. (In fact, it has been experimentally checked that they
persist even in extreme devices with d down to d ∼ 1 nm
[45].) When d = 5 nm, the mean free path for momentum
conserving electron-electron collisions is ℓee ≈ 500 nm
[45], which is smaller than the device geometry; therefore, we expect hydrodynamic effects to be of relevance
[39]. (By increasing d, ℓee can be made even smaller). In
this setup, we estimate (see SI) that vs ≈ 1.4 × 106 m/s,
η̃ ≈ 0.03, and γ̃ ≈ 0.11. The critical bias current beyond
which instability occurs is ṽ0 ≈ 0.09. Such bias current
is accessible in experiment without undue heating of the
phonons [46].
Fig. 4a shows the frequency f of the hydrodynamic
oscillator as a function of v0 and ν, at the endpoint of
the instability, defined by f = 1/T . A key prediction is
that as v0 increases, the frequency of oscillations always
decreases. Indeed, at the onset of the instability, f =
vs /(4L) and is set by the oscillation time of a quarterwavelength fluctuation. In our proposed experiment, f ≈
375 GHz lies at the lower end of the THz gap [1]. Our
simulations suggest that adding charge (increasing n) to
the cavity takes longer at higher v0 ; the time to remove
this extra charge is very slightly decreasing at higher v0 ,
thus increasing the period and decreasing the frequency
of the oscillator. We propose that this increased charging
time is a consequence of the additional formation time of
the shock wave which moves to the left, but do not have
an analytic understanding of this effect.
We also expect the qualitative sign change of this nonlinear shift in the frequency of radiation is robust and
independent of the precise mechanism of coupling to an
antenna. This is guaranteed if the feedback from dynamical electromagnetism onto the hydrodynamic equations
of motion is a small effect. Moreover, in our proposed
device the gate distance (5 nm) is so small relative to
the electronic mean free path (ℓee ∼ 500 nm) that the
Coulomb kernel from the electron liquid to the gate is
essentially local.
Next, we calculate the maximum power radiated from
an antenna in the setup of Fig. 1. (The precise power
radiated will depend on details of the device, so the estimate below is optimal.) Since the charge in the capaciRL
tor is Q(t) = −e 0 dxn(x, t), we upper bound the power

1

The mass m in this system is set by the Fermi velocity vF and
Fermi momentum pF as m = pF /vF .
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FIG. 3. The dynamics of the number density n(x, t) and current J(x, t) throughout a period of the nonlinear hydrodynamic
oscillations at the endpoint of the instability. Parameters used are identical to Fig. 2.

(a) frequency

(b) power

FIG. 4. (a) The frequency of the emitted radiation as a function of ν and v0 ; and (b) the maximal power dissipated, calculated
from Eq. (6), as a function of ν and v0 . We have fixed γ = 0.16 ps−1 in both subplots. Parts of parameter space shaded white
do not have an instability.

generated at the fundamental frequency by
P ≤

1
T

t+T
Z

dt Q2 (t)
cos
T 2C



2πt
T



.

(6)

t

Here, C = ǫzz ε0 Lw/d is the geometrical capacitance of
the setup, ǫzz is the relative out-of-plane permittivity of
the dielectric between graphene and the gate, and ε0 =
8.854 × 10−12 F/m the free-space permittivity.
Fig. 4b plots the upper bound (6) on the radiated
power for ǫzz ≈ 3.3, i.e. C ≈ 3 × 10−14 F. Clearly,
the radiated power vanishes at the onset of the instability, and increases as the bias current further increases.

For the experiment suggested above, the scale of radiated power deep in the unstable regime is ∼ 0.1 mW.
For more modest bias currents, this level of radiation is
reduced, but even extremely close to the onset of instability the radiation can exceed ∼ 0.01 mW. These output
powers are easily detectable by using present day THz
detectors, such as bolometers [47] or antenna-coupled
graphene field-effect transistors [13].
The most serious limitation for observing the instability in experiments is the presence of momentum relaxation. Fig. 5 shows that beyond a critical value of γ,
the instability disappears entirely. This can be understood crudely as follows: if γ = η = 0, then Im(ωn ) =
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tions for a Fermi liquid, beyond the scope of this Letter. The existence of instabilities in this kinetic regime
may be very sensitive to boundary conditions [39, 48],
which are difficult to control in experiment. Nevertheless, if the instability can persist deep into the ballistic limit with experimentally realized boundary conditions, then it may be preferable to work in this limit: in
hBN/WSe2 -encapsulated graphene, devices generating 1
THz radiation require L . 300 nm, which is not accurately described by hydrodynamics. Tuning the device
length from L =100 nm to L = 1 µm generates radiation
across the entire spectrum 0.3-3 THz.

FIG. 5. For velocity |v0 | < vs , the instability becomes impossible to observe once momentum relaxation becomes too
large.

vs
vs +v0
vs
2L log | vs −v0 | < 0.45 L . Crudely estimating that momentum relaxation decreases Im(ωn ) by γ2 even when vs ∼ v0 ,
we estimate that γ̃ < 0.9 is required to see any instability.
We numerically determined that γ̃ . 0.8 was necessary to
observe at least 0.03 mW of radiated power. Keeping in
mind that the hBN/WSe2 -encapsulated graphene has a
mean free path almost an order of magnitude larger than
hBN-encapsulated graphene [6, 7], and that γ̃ ≈ 0.1 even
in a relatively short device of L = 1 µm, it is quite possible that experiments on hBN-encapsulated graphene thus
far could never observe the spontaneous instability.
A simple idea is to shrink L to be small enough that
γL ≪ vs . However, unless the electron-electron scattering rate is order(s) of magnitude faster than the electronimpurity scattering rate (which is not quite the case in
present day materials), making L very small will push the
cavity into a completely ballistic regime: at least within
linear response, electron-electron scattering is weak and
the dynamics is well described by the kinetic theory of a
fluctuating Fermi surface [25]. The instability can persist into this ballistic regime [38, 39], but its modeling
requires a nonlinear solution of the Boltzmann equa-
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Appendix A: Derivation of Eq. (5)

Here we outline the derivation of Eq. (5) in the main
text; this derivation follows [1]. For simplicity here we
focus on the regime when v0  vs , ν  vs L, and γL 
vs . Under these conditions, the equations of motion read
(here J = nv, and δ denotes perturbations around n = n0
and v = v0 ):
∂t δn + n0 ∂x δv + v0 ∂x δn = 0,
∂t δv + v0 ∂x δv +

vs2
n0

∂x δn − ν∂x2 δv = −γδv.

(S1a)
(S1b)

The quasinormal modes of a fluid inside a one dimensional cavity with our desired boundary conditions
δn = 0,
v0 δn + n0 δv = 0,
are given by (assuming ν = γ = 0):


δn = A eiωx/(vs +v0 ) − eiωx/(vs −v0 ) ,

vs  iωx/(vs +v0 )
e
+ eiωx/(vs −v0 )
δv = A
n0

(S2a)
(S2b)

(S3a)

(S5)

The momentum relaxation step Ψrelax
for integrating
τ /2
∂t J = γ(nv0 − J) up to τ /2 is simply an exponential
decay. The conservative step Ψcons
uses Roe’s approxiτ
mate Riemann solver for isothermal flow combined with
a high resolution slope-limiter method [3]. The boundary
conditions are treated via ghost cells. Ψcons
also includes
τ
the dissipative term, approximated by the second order
finite difference quotient η[q(x + h) − 2q(x) + q(x − h)]/h2
with q = Jn .
The hydrodynamic equations are brought into dimensionless form beforehand; in particular, the onedimensional spatial domain (length of the cavity) is
rescaled from [0, L] to [0, 1]. The numerical simulation
1
use a mesh width h = 50
. To satisfy the CourantFriedrichs-Lewy condition [4], a relatively small time step
τ = 10−3 is required.
Appendix C: Realistic Pressure for Graphene

Appendix B: Details on Numerical Methods

In order to solve the hydrodynamic equations (2) numerically, we use the canonical partitioning into a hydrodynamic conservation law of the form

2

cons
Ψτ = Ψrelax
◦ Ψrelax
τ /2 ◦ Ψτ
τ /2 .

(S3b)

for some overall and unimportant constant A. Note we
have used the boundary condition in Eq. (S2a) only. Imposing the boundary condition in Eq. (S2b) and expanding to first order in v0 leads to Eq. (5) in the main text,
when ν = γ = 0. At least when v0 is sufficiently small
that we can neglect terms in Eq. (5) of order v0 γ or v0 η,
we can use the standard perturbation theory to calculate
the first order correction to the frequencies ω, and this
leads to the first order terms in γ and η in Eq. (5). Note
that such terms also follow from the decay rates of sound
waves in a fluid with momentum relaxation [2].

∂t u(x, t) + ∂x f (u(x, t)) = 0

term, and include momentum relaxation via second order
Strang splitting. Thus the numerical flow for a time step
τ reads (with ◦ denoting composition of functions)

(S4)

with u = (n, J) and f (u) = (J, Jn + vs n) (equivalent to
the isothermal equations of gas dynamics), the dissipative
term η∂x2 Jn and the momentum relaxation term γ(nv0 −
J). We use finite volume methods [3, 4] on a uniform
mesh (width h) for the conservative part and dissipative

In this section we describe simulations of the hydrodynamic equations (2) with the following modified pressure
function:
√
1 n2 e2
~vF πn3
P (n) =
,
(S6)
+
2 Cg
3
where the geometric capacitance per unit area is Cg =
zz ε0 /d. The quantities zz and ε0 have been defined in
the main text after Eq. (6). Eq. (S6) yields a densitydependent sound velocity given by
vF p
vs (n) = √
1 + 8kF dαee ,
(S7)
2
√
where kF = πn is the Fermi wave number and αee ≡
e2 /(4πzz ε0 ~vF ). Eq. (S6) can be understood as follows.
The first term corresponds to the energy density stored
in the electric fields inside the capacitor—essentially a
classical effect due to the geometry. The second term
corresponds to the quantum pressure of the electron liquid arising from the Pauli exclusion principle and a Dirac
dispersion relation with Fermi velocity vF , as in monolayer graphene.
Fig. S1 shows both the frequency of the radiation for
this more realistic equation of state, together with the

2

(a) frequency

(b) power

FIG. S1. (a) The frequency of the oscillator as a function of ν and v0 , for the more realistic pressure P (n). (b) The maximal
power radiated during the instability.

amount of power that can be radiated using the setup
described in the main text. We emphasize that the qualitative features of these plots are not easily distinguishable from those presented using the minimal model in the
main text. As such, we expect that our key qualitative
predictions – in particular, the decrease of the frequency
of radiation with increasing bias current – are generic and
do not depend on microscopic details.
It would be interesting in future work to add two more
realistic complications beyond our minimal model (2) —
plasmonic effects (long-range Coulomb interactions), together with corrections to the equations of state relating

charge, momentum (and energy) currents in monolayer
graphene [2].
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Appendix D: Inhomogeneity

Lastly, we have checked that the qualitative nature of
having a robust oscillator at the endpoint of the instability, with a well defined frequency, is not destroyed by
inhomogeneity in the coefficients of the hydrodynamic
equations (2): see Fig. S2.
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FIG. S2. Simulations of (2) with dimensionless parameters η̃ = 0.03, γ̃ = 0.04, ṽ0 = 0.14, with the following modifications
to introduce inhomogeneity. Left: γ → γ × [1 + 0.8 cos(2πx/L)]. Middle: vs2 → vs2 × [1 + 0.8 cos(2πx/L)]. Right: vs2 →
vs2 × [1 + 0.2 cos(2πx/L) + 0.06 cos(4πx/L) − 0.3 cos(6πx/L) + 0.1 cos(8πx/L)].

